
MATH 581, FALL 2020 – PROBLEM SET 4

Do five of the six problems below. Due Wednesday, November 18

1. Give an example of a 3-critical hypergraph with 6 edges. Prove that every
3-uniform hypergraph with at most 6 edges is 2-colorable. (Hint: Consider such
hypergraph with fewest vertices, and observe that then each pair of vertices is a part
of an edge.)

2. For every k ≥ 4, construct a k-critical graph Gk such that after splitting of
some vertex v ∈ V (Gk), the resulting graph k-critical. (Hints: a) Do it first for k = 4,
it will be easy to generalize. b) It is simpler to construct a k-critical graph Hk

with two special vertices x and y at distance at least three such that after deleting
any edge in Hk the resulting graph Gk has a (k − 1)-coloring in which x and y have
the same color. c) There exists such a graph Hk with fewer than 3k vertices).

3. Problem 3.2.27 in the book. Prove that for every bipartite graph H without
isolated vertices, χ(H) = ω(H). Conclude that every subgraph of Kr,r with more
than r2 − r edges has a perfect matching.

4. Prove that for every n-vertex graph G, n ≤ χ(G) · χ(G) ≤ (n+1)2

4
and 2

√
n ≤

χ(G) +χ(G) ≤ n+ 1. (Hint: Start from proving the first inequality in the first chain
and the last inequality in the second chain.)

5. Problem 3.3.36 in the book. Given an edge-coloring (NOT NECESSARILY
PROPER) of a graph G, let c(v) denote the number of distinct colors appearing on
edges incident tov. Among all k-edge-colorings, a coloring is optimal if it maximizes∑

v∈V (G) c(v).

(a) Suppose no component of G is an odd cycle. Prove that G has a 2-edge-
coloring in which both colors appear at each vertex of degree at least 2.

(b) Let f be an optimal k-edge-coloring of G in which color α appears at least
twice at u ∈ V (G) and β does not appear at u. Let H be the subgraph of G formed
by the edges of colors α and β. Prove that the component of H containing u is an
odd cycle.

(c) Conclude that if G is bipartite, then G is ∆(G)-edge-colorable and has a
δ(G)-edge-coloring in which each color appears at every vertex.

6. Problem 3.3.40 in the book. Use Vizing’s Adjacency Lemma to prove that
every n-vertex critical graph with maximum degree k has at least 2n(1− 1/k) edges.
(Hint: Show that such a graph has at least 2n/k vertices of degree k.)


